P

rophets, seers, poets, and artisans have often
been at the forefront of cultural and planetary transformations that have changed
civilization, initiating new cycles of heavenly virtue
and bringing deeper spiritual understanding. Great
teachers and avatars have embodied various divine
essences and noble qualities of the Godhead in
order to call mankind back to their origins in Spirit
and oneness.
Throughout history, these individuals, including the obedient disciple and humble misfit, have
been called to be messengers of light and truth in
order to inspire God’s sons and daughters to rediscover their inner ethical moorings and to accelerate
the realization of their higher purpose—to outpicture their divine design.
A messenger is one whose being is in accord
with the energy and principles of the new
revelation that the divine world seeks to broadcast
to a particular community, culture, or the world.
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God uses those who are willing and able to deliver
spiritual messages that may not be easy to receive
or objectify, yet which are key to advancing the
embodiment of divine love and grace within and
throughout a planet and her people.
In today’s world, many clairvoyants, psychic
channelers, and mediums claim the title or office
of messenger. Yet few have developed, in this or
previous lifetimes, the spiritual maturity, constancy
on the path, deep fortitude, humility, and selfsacrifice necessary to be pure crystalline vessels for
the blazing fire of holy truth and the transmutational energies of the living Word delivered
through God’s emissaries—the ascended masters,
angels, and other divine beings.
Those who have prepared themselves well
may be anointed for this sacred work through a
dispensation that the masters request and receive
from cosmic councils. Such messengers are given
a protective mantle of light that safeguards their
service, as well as the clarity and purity of the words
that they share.
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Profile of a Messenger

A

true messenger is simply the conveyor of the
Word of God as it is dispensed from on high
through the agency of the Holy Spirit. This occurs
through various means, though most typically
through telepathic transmission. The messenger’s
chakras (energy centers) must be clear enough and
his/her aura pure enough, through spiritual
discipline and training over many lifetimes, to both
bear and convey the fiery treasures from the
ethereal planes of divine awareness. Then, as soon
as God’s higher messengers release the radiation
and verbiage of the miraculous, mysterious, and
magnanimous heartstreams of heaven, the
embodied messenger instantaneously captures
and releases them in time and space to humanity.
In the Old Testament of the Holy Bible, a
prophet would often say, “Then the Word of the
Lord came unto me, saying, . . . ” whatever the message happened to be. (For example, see Jeremiah
1:4, Ezekiel 14:2, and Jonah 1:1.) Sometimes the
“word of God” was spoken by an archangel of light;
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sometimes by a great emissary, such as Melchizedek or the Ancient of Days; and sometimes it came
from the Living Logos itself or one of the Solar
Logoi, who oversee the evolution of our Earth, our
solar system, and even vast galaxies of light
throughout the cosmos.
Messengers do not question the words
inspired upon them by these divine personages,
who themselves are messengers on behalf of the
Lord God. They will deliver the message no matter
how it may be received by others, whether
accepted or rejected. Thus, their words of light are
prophetic and rich in the graces of the Holy Spirit,
the love of God for mankind, and the wisdom
teaching that must emerge in every generation to
stimulate the minds, hearts, and souls of people
everywhere toward the fulfillment of their own
inner God-ideal.
Some messengers have or develop a spiritual
gift of gab, yet more often they are simply willing
to receive and then deliver what the higher emissaries share—unmodified and exactly as revealed.
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Though every messenger has a human emotional/mental/memory filter, he or she still seeks
to speak or write the message exactly as it is
conveyed.
Messengers of Today

A

prophecy in the Bible tells us: “It shall come to
pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out
of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, and your young men
shall see visions, and your old men shall dream
dreams” (Acts 2:17). Thus, in this modern era, many
are being called to share the higher wisdom
inspired upon them through heavenly sources, and
many beautiful teachings and revelations are
coming forth through thousands who have had
either near-death experiences or profound, direct
contact with Jesus, the blessed Mothers Mary and
Kuan Yin, the Buddhas, the Archangels Michael,
Gabriel, and Raphael, and other divine beings.
There is no one messenger who speaks on
behalf of God to all peoples of all nations at any
given point in time. For there are too many
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languages and cultures for one to reach all. God
sends many to speak on his behalf. Yet to continue
in this sacred activity, messengers must be true to
the words spoken unto and through them. To
retain the mantle of a true messenger, one must
humble oneself before the Lord and the living
Word and, in that true humility, acknowledge that
it is the Father-Mother God communicating those
words of sacred fire.
A true messenger of the Universal Great White
Brotherhood is not permitted to be a medium for
unascended deceased beings or discarnate spirits,
as this would sully his or her holy mantle. Those
who do channel impostors that pose as ascended
masters are simply their tools to hook gullible souls
into believing them so that they can syphon off
their light. Thus, disciples should be wary of the
dangers of the astral world and of those who come
to mutter and peep all manner of flattery, which
only seeks to ensnare unsuspecting souls in an
illusory world of psychic thralldom, very often
through the promise of revealing past lives or
predicting their future.
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There are false prophets, false teachers, and
false messengers. Therefore seekers must discern
the truth by attuning to the heart of God through
their own hearts. The Holy Spirit will reveal those
who speak unrighteously for egoic satisfaction,
self-gratification, financial gain, human power,
notoriety, or fame.

T

o learn more about the the
ascended masters, see our booklet
Who Are the Ascended Masters? What Is
the Universal Great White Brotherhood?

Delivering HeartStreams for the Masters

W

ithin The Hearts Center Community, the embodied messenger receives and delivers what
the master Saint Germain has termed HeartStreams, which take three forms: dictations, discourses, and darshans. Every HeartStream has three
primary dynamics:
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1. The light, or radiation, of the master that
is released
2. The fluidity of the release of the message,
in which the “human element” of the
amanuensis is overcome and sublimated
3. The accuracy of the message, which is
conveyed telepathically and received
as a detailed “transcription” or “dictation”
of the master’s words

T

o learn more about dictations,
discourses, and darshans,
see our booklet What Are
HeartStreams?

David Christopher Lewis explained that during
the most powerful HeartStreams, the master’s
energy field is directly over him. Very often his voice
is altered to sound much different than his normal
speaking voice, reflecting the character and tone
of the divine being who is speaking through him.
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One or Many Messengers?

T

he Day of Pentecost marked the descent of
the Holy Spirit upon the disciples and the
proclamation to peoples of all tongues of the
prophesying that was to come, through that Spirit,
in the last days. And so we find today that many are
being awakened and quickened by the Holy Spirit,
receiving various gifts and virtues from heaven
and being called to deliver their own message of
light to various groups of individuals, spiritual
communities, and those who are responsive to the
Divine, no matter what their religion or belief
system.
Many people receive direct inspiration from
their Higher Self, and every individual has a guardian spirit/angel or a sponsoring master who overshines them and protects their soul evolution—
and their guidance should be heeded. Therefore,
all who are true sons and daughters of God are,
in a sense, messengers—bearing gifts and talents
within the soul that must be objectified and delivered unto the world, by grace, through action,
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self-mastery, and co-creativity with the Divine One.
Yet the voice of an anointed messenger who
speaks on behalf of heaven to many upon earth
carries a greater weight of conviction. Often his/her
words, which represent the Logos, the Eternal
Word, cut to the core of the soul who hears them
and spark that soul to rise up on wings of light to
fulfill her mission—to seek God, the light, and all
that is divine in order to ascend and merge once
again with that light.

T

o learn more about the
ascension, see our booklet
What Is the Ascension?
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David Christopher Lewis
on His Messengership

“B

y God’s grace, I have been able, because
of a very wonderful dispensation, to communicate with the ascended masters. They
communicate with me. I never expected this to
happen. Yet on June 6, 2004, I had a mystical
experience during a church service while we were
singing a song to Jesus and another master named
Kuthumi, or K.H. I was taken up in consciousness to
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a very high state of being, beyond my body. The
masters Jesus and Kuthumi communicated to me
at this higher level and asked me to receive dictation as an amanuensis for them. I did not know fully
at that time, of course, what that would entail in
years to come.
“I began my next day by praying, being still,
and then preparing to simply write what I thought
would be a composite of many of my personal
spiritual experiences throughout this lifetime.
Instead, beloved Jesus came to me and dictated a
very beautiful and poignant message; the next day,
the Master Kuthumi dictated. I continued receiving
HeartStreams daily from various masters and, in
time, the Hearts Center movement was founded.
“During these sacred HeartStreams, a very
delicate fabric of light is woven through my
consciousness, and the ascended masters speak
beautiful words. Yet more important than the
words is the light that they emit and that flow
through the master’s chakras, which are superimposed over mine. Truly, everyone in the audience
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becomes an active participant in the release of the
message that is conveyed, as the masters activate
their chakras and pour light through them as well.
“Often, nothing that I say will be new to your
soul, because in your Higher Self you already know
everything. What is occurring now upon Earth is
simply a reawakening of all of us to the higher truth
that we, at a very deep, deep level, have always
known throughout our embodiments. Yet now, in
this age, it is time to self-realize who we are and become the fullness of our God Self, our reality. Each
and every one of you has done something in your
life to participate at this level of beingness,
whereby you live in the essence of your true nature.
And something is occurring within you that is
beautiful; it is a metamorphosis of your spirit, fully,
so that you can emerge as a Christed being, as the
real you.”
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The Vital Role of Receivers of the Word

T

he audience of spiritual devotees is key to the
receiving of HeartStreams. Without those to
both hear and then apply the teachings conveyed,
there could be no messenger! These initiates are
also an important part of the delivery of live HeartStreams because they are focal points for the
release of spiritual radiation from the ascended
masters. They both receive that light and then
distribute it through the nexus of their chakras,
thereby playing their role as messengers of the
Word and advocates for the Aquarian Age of divine
love, enlightenment, and freedom for every soul.
Prior to each HeartStream there is an opportunity for those who are present to be active
participants in preparing for the master’s coming
through prayer and meditation. As this preparation
progresses, devotees may experience a palpable
raising of the vibration in the room. The messenger
also readies his consciousness for the delivery
through deep meditation and concentration upon
the light of God within the master’s presence.
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The messenger’s sensitivity to all surrounding
vibrations during a dictation is heightened, and
therefore it is vital that the audience remain
centered and in a state of deep reverence and
devotion to ensure a successful transmission. In this
way, each one present greatly helps to “anchor” the
radiation behind the message and the message
itself during its delivery. Those whose inner sight is
opened may sometimes see the master’s presence
superimposed over the messenger, with great
streams of light flooding into the room and into the
Earth through the master’s/messenger’s chakras.
HeartStream Blessings

F

or all who hear or read them, every HeartStream
contains spiritual keys to enhance one’s
progress toward ultimate freedom from the rounds
of rebirth on Earth. The profound teaching
contained in these missives are truly a blessing—
a unique opportunity for recipients to rise higher
in consciousness and receive guidance on
their path toward reunion with God in the
ascension. ,
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Jesus Preaching at the Sea of Galilee
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